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Abstract—Damage-free sputter deposition and highly selective dry-etch processes have been developed for molybdenum
(Mo) metal gate technology, for application to fully depleted
silicon-on-insulator ( devices such as the ultrathin body (UTB)
MOSFET and double-gate FinFET. A plasma charge trap effectively eliminates high-energy particle bombardment during Mo
sputtering; hence the gate-dielectric integrity (TDDB, BD ) is
significantly improved and the field-effect mobility in Mo-gated
MOSFETs follows the universal mobility curve. The effects of
etch process parameters such as chlorine (Cl2 ) and oxygen (O2 )
gas flow rate, and source and bias radio frequence powers, were
investigated in order to optimize the Mo etch rate and selectivity
to SiO2 . A highly selective etch process was successfully applied
to pattern Mo gate electrodes for UTB MOSFETs and FinFETs
without leaving any residue or stringers. Measured electrical
characteristics and physical analysis results are discussed.
Index Terms—Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS), dry etching, FinFET, fully depleted silicon-on-insulator
(FD SOI), molybdenum metal gate, sputter, ultrathin body.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N ORDER to achieve improved circuit performance and
reduced cost per function, the lateral dimensions of bulk-Si
MOSFETs have been steadily scaled down, concomitantly with
a reduction in gate oxide thickness and increase in channel
doping to control short-channel effects. Quantum-mechanical
tunneling through ultrathin gate oxides and carrier-mobility
degradation due to high channel doping are issues which
place limitations on bulk-Si MOSFET scaling, however [1],
[2]. Recently, new transistor structures such as the ultrathin
body (UTB) MOSFET and double-gate FinFET have been
proposed to improve the scalability of the MOSFET, for CMOS
technology generations beyond the 65-nm technology node
[3]. Since an ultrathin silicon body can effectively suppress
short channel effects (SCE), a lightly doped
or undoped body can be used in order to achieve high carrier
mobilities for improved transistor drive current, as well as to
due to statistical
minimize variations in threshold voltage
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doping variations [4]–[6]. A lack of body doping necessi,
tates the use of gate work function engineering to adjust
however. The range of work functions required for thin-body
CMOSFETs is 4.4 V–5.0 V [7], ruling out polycrystalline
silicon as a gate material.
In selecting alternative CMOS gate electrode materials, several factors must be considered. These include CMOS process
compatibility (e.g., thermal stability during high-temperature
annealing steps), impact on gate dielectric reliability, and extendibility with advances in technology (e.g., high- gate dielectric materials). Several material systems and process integration approaches for achieving multiple gate work functions
have been investigated to date: dual metal (Ti/Mo) [8], metal
(Ti/Ni) interdiffusion [9], metal alloying (Ru/Ta) [10], fully silidoped poly-Si [11], and tunable-work-function
cided
metal (Mo) gate [12], [13]. The tunable-work-function Mo gate
technology offers the simplest process, which is advantageous
for manufacturing. We have previously demonstrated that mulcan be achieved on a single substrate for UTB
tiple values of
MOSFETs [14] and FinFETs [15] by selective implantation into
the Mo gate material with nitrogen.
This paper discusses various aspects of Mo gate process technology. In Section II, the process details for damage-free Mo
sputtering and highly selective Mo dry etching are presented.
In Section III, measured electrical characteristics and physical
analysis results are discussed. In Section IV, conclusions are
drawn.
II. MOLYBDENUM GATE PROCESSES
A. Mo Sputter Deposition
Physical vapor deposition (PVD) (as compared with chemical
vapor deposition) provides an important advantage of minimal
incorporation of impurities. A DC-magnetron sputtering system
(Novellus M2i with Quantum Source) was used in this work
to deposit the Mo gate films. This system has two load-lock
stations, a wafer degas station, as well as a cooling station. The
base pressure of the sputtering chamber is maintained below
, and argon (Ar) gas was used for Mo target sputtering.
5
Mo films with 50–150-nm thickness were deposited at 200 C
with 10-mTorr process pressure and 300-W power.
The critical requirements for a gate deposition process are:
zero damage to the gate dielectric and good step coverage for
nonplanar transistor structures such as the FinFET. Sputtering
damage can result in degraded gate-oxide integrity (GOI) and
transistor drive current due to degraded field-effect carrier mobility. Damage can be minimized by eliminating high-energy
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the sputtering chamber with a PCT, which is
made of 1.66-mm-thick stainless steel and has arrays of closely packed
3.32-mm-diameter round holes (40.3% aperture area). Sputtering damage can
be minimized with the electrically grounded PCT by collecting high-energy
ions.

particle bombardment during deposition by interposing an electrically grounded plasma charge trap (PCT) between the Mo
target and the wafer; separating the plasma excitation and Mo
film deposition [30]. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the sputtering
chamber with the PCT, which is made of 1.66-mm-thick stainless steel and has arrays of closely packed 3.32–mm-diameter
round holes (40.3% aperture area). Since the PCT is electrically grounded, it collects high energy ions, as well as a fraction of the neutral Mo atoms which are traveling toward the
cathode/sample plane. These particles are deposited onto the
PCT, and hence are not deposited onto the wafer surface. Thus,
the deposition rate with the PCT is reduced by about 70%, which
is roughly proportional to the PCT aperture area.
To investigate the efficacy of the PCT for reducing/eliminating sputtering damage, bulk-Si -channel MOSFETs were
fabricated with Mo gates deposited either with or without the
PCT using a conventional gate-first process. Damage to the gate
dielectric can be assessed by measuring the gate leakage current density and gate-dielectric lifetime. Gate leakage current
densities for Mo-gated PMOS capacitors are compared against
poly-Si-gated PMOS capacitors (control samples) in
those of
poly-Si gated devices show a large variation
Fig. 2 [16]. The
in gate leakage current due to boron penetration. The Mo-gated
devices have lower gate leakage with much tighter distribulower gate leakage, even though
tions; the PCT provides
the electrical stressing condition is more severe than for the
control samples, due to the lower (more negative) threshold
,
, and 0.07
voltage of the Mo-gated devices;
poly-Si gate, reV for with and without PCT Mo gate, and
spectively. Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) and
were measured, and are shown
Charge-to-Breakdown
.
in Fig. 3 [16]. The measured transistor gate area is 150
measurements, the devices were biased at a conFor the
. Since the devices have the same
stant gate voltage
threshold voltage, the effective stressing condition is the same
for both groups of samples. Note that breakdown of thinner
gate oxide occurs by bulk trap generation, not by interface trap
generation, and is therefore driven by gate voltage [25]. With
PCT Mo sputtering, the gate oxide integrity is significantly improved; indicating that low sputtering damage to gate dielectric
characterisis achieved. Fig. 4(a) shows the measured –
tics of Mo-gated bulk-Si -channel MOSFETs. The drive cur-

Fig. 2. Measured gate leakage current densities of Mo-gated and
gated -channel MOS capacitors.

p

p

poly-Si

Q

Fig. 3. Measured charge-to-breakdown (
) and time dependent dielectric
breakdown (TDDB) of Mo-gated -channel MOSFETs. With PCT Mo
sputtering, the gate oxide integrity is significantly improved, indicating that
low sputtering damage to gate dielectric is achieved.

p

rent achieved with a PCT sputtered Mo gate is higher due to
improved hole mobility as shown in Fig. 4(b), which matches
the universal mobility curve. The improved hole mobility is
and/or fixed charge
attributed to reduced interface traps
due to the damageless Mo gate sputtering process [16].
B. Mo Dry Etching
A Transformer Coupled Plasma etcher (LAM Research TCP
9400) was used to etch the Mo gate films. There are two RF
power (source, bias) supplies running at the same time during
the etching process, which results in a high-density plasma with
adjustable substrate bias.
The critical requirements for a gate etch process are: high selectivity to the gate dielectric SiO and vertical etched profile.
Fig. 5 shows the minimum etch selectivity required, as a func-
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Fig. 5. Minimum etching selectivity required as a function of gate stack
thickness.

Fig. 4. (a) Measured I –V characteristics. (b) Measured effective hole
mobility of Mo-gated p-channel bulk-Si MOSFETs.

tion of gate stack thickness. For example, the etch selectivity
must be higher than 25:1, assuming that the thicknesses of the
Mo gate and SiO gate oxide are 100 and 2 nm, respectively,
and 50% over-etch. Since fluorine (F) and chlorine (Cl) radicals
each etch Mo at an appreciable rate, it is possible to use either
F-based or Cl-based etching gases such as CF , CF Cl, Cl , and
so on [17]. Fluorinated carbon compounds CF CF Cl , which
may attack the gate dielectric SiO [18], are precluded due to
the selectivity requirement. We focused on the use of a Cl O
gas mixture in this study; the dependences of etch rate and selectivity to SiO on Cl O gas flow rate, source and bias RF
powers were investigated.
Fig. 6 shows the dependences of the etch rates of Mo, SiO
and photoresist (PR) on the oxygen partial pressure in a Cl O
gas mixture. The total gas flow rate was held constant at 130
sccm, and the process pressure was 13 mTorr with 150 W/100
W source/bias RF powers. With sufficient chlorine and oxygen
radicals, the addition of oxygen gas increases the Mo etch rate
and decreases the SiO etch rate, and hence improves the selectivity. This implies that the surface of Mo can be easily oxidized
C in
and reacted with chlorinated gas to sublimate at

Fig. 6. Etch-rate dependences of Mo, SiO , and photoresist (PR) on the
oxygen partial pressure in the Cl =O gas mixture. The total flow rate was held
constant at 130 sccm, and the process pressure was 13 mTorr with 150 W/100
W source/bias RF powers.

the form of molybdenum oxychlorine
Cl [19]. Note
that more than 75% oxygen results in significant etching of PR,
which may prevent PR from being used as a masking material.
Fig. 7 shows the Mo and SiO etch-rate dependences
on source power with constant gas flow rate Cl O
, process pressure (13 mTorr), and bias power
(100 W). The etch rates of Mo and SiO increase linearly with
source power because more chlorine and oxygen radicals are
available, but the selectivity decreases due to the faster increase
in SiO etch rate. For source power below 150 W, the etch rate
of SiO is constant due to the DC self-bias voltage, so that the
etch selectivity is degraded.
Fig. 8 shows the Mo and SiO etch-rate dependences on bias
power with constant gas flow rate Cl O
,
process pressure (13 mTorr), and source power (150 W). The
Mo etch rate saturates above 100-W bias power, whereas SiO
etching rate increases monotonically. Therefore, etch selectivity
decreases with increasing bias power. This indicates that energetic ion bombardment does not always increase the Mo etch
rate, and that chemical etching plays an important role. Note
that the bond dissociation energy of SiO is larger than that of
Mo [20].
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Fig. 7. Etch-rate dependences of Mo and SiO on source power with constant
gas flow rate (Cl =O = 70=60 sccm), process pressure (13 mTorr), and bias
power (100 W).

Fig. 9. (a) TEM cross-section view. (b) SEM plan view [15] of Mo-gated
FinFETs.

Fig. 8. Etch-rate dependences of Mo and SiO on bias power with constant gas
flow rate (Cl =O = 70=60 sccm), process pressure (13 mTorr), and source
power (150 W).

The Mo gate etch process conditions were thus optimized
, process pressure
to be as follows: Cl O
, source/bias RF power
, yielding
(Mo:SiO ) etch selectivity.
III. MOLYBDENUM-GATED THIN-BODY MOSFET DEVICES
The optimized Mo etch process was used to fabricate thinbody MOSFETs. The detailed process flows for Mo-gated UTB
MOSFETs [21] and FinFETs [15] can be found in our previous reports. A conformal and thin Mo-gate film is preferred
for thin-body MOSFETs, so that shallow nitrogen implantation can be used to tune the gate work function. Since the prois proportional to implantation energy,
jected straggle
the as-implanted nitrogen concentration at the gate oxide interface can be reduced accordingly, to avoid damage to the gate
dielectric and to minimize threshold voltage variation. The implanted nitrogen atoms can be diffused to the gate dielectric interface before source/drain implantation by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in inert gas ambient such as nitrogen or argon.
Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively, shows transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) cross-sectional view and (b) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) plan view [15] of Mo-gated FinFETs. It

Fig. 10. Sheet resistance (R ) of 100-nm-thick Mo films for various N
implantation doses after 900 C, 1-min rapid thermal anneal (RTA) in nitrogen
ambient. R increases slightly with implantation dose, because of increased
impurity (N) scattering.

can be seen that the Mo was successfully etched without leaving
any residue or stringers, because of the highly selective etch
process. Also, the Mo gate film can be seen to be continuous
along the Si fin [Fig. 9(a)]. Step coverage for Mo sputtering with
PCT is improved due to the filtering of ionized species [28].
of 100-nm-thick
Fig. 10 shows the sheet resistance
Mo films for various
implantation doses after 900 C,
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Fig. 11. XRD analysis of N implanted (dose = 1 10 cm ) and
unimplanted Mo films after 900 C, 15-s rapid thermal anneal. The full-width
at half maximum (FWHM) for each of the (110) and (112) peaks is narrower
for the implanted Mo film.

Fig. 12. Measured high-frequency gate-capacitance versus gate-voltage
curves of Mo-gated MOS capacitors, showing the thermal stability of Mo on
SiO at various temperatures from 700 C to 1000 C. All films were annealed
for 1 min in nitrogen ambient.

1-min rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in nitrogen ambient.
increases slightly with implantation dose because of increased
impurity (N) scattering. The average grain size can be estimated from the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of X-ray
diffraction peaks using the Scherer formula, as shown in Fig. 11
[22]. The estimated grain sizes for a pure Mo film and for a Mo
are 46.3 and 63.8 nm,
film implanted with 1
respectively. Note that the grain size increases as more nitrogen
is incorporated [23].
Fig. 12 shows measured high-frequency gate-capacitance
versus gate-voltage curves for Mo-gated MOS capacitors,
which were used to investigate the thermal stability of Mo on
SiO [14]. Samples were annealed at temperatures from 700
C to 1000 C in nitrogen ambient for 1 min. After a 1000

Fig. 13. (a) Measured I –V
characteristics. (b) Measured C –V
characteristics of p-channel thin-body MOSFETs (p-type body doping
10 cm , no nitrogen implantation into Mo-gate). PCT
concentration
Mo gate sputtering was not used for the UTB MOSFET, whereas PCT Mo gate
sputtering was used for the FinFET.



C, 1 min anneal the capacitance in accumulation decreases,
indicating that the Mo gate reacted with the gate-dielectric
SiO . These results indicate that Mo is thermodynamically
stable on SiO at temperatures up to at least 900 C, which is
adequate for activating implanted source/drain (S/D) dopants,
so that it is compatible with a self-aligned (gate-first) transistor
fabrication process.
–
characteristics
Fig. 13(a) shows the measured
of -channel thin-body MOSFETs ( -type body doping
, no nitrogen implantation into Mo-gate). PCT
Mo gate sputtering was not used for the UTB device, whereas
PCT Mo gate sputtering was used for the FinFET device.
The ratios of the gate length to body thickness for these
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TABLE I
KEY PROCESS FEATURES OF THIN-BODY DEVICES

devices are 20 and 18.75, respectively, as shown in Table I,
more than adequate to suppress short-channel effects [24];
is expected.
hence, ideal subthreshold swing
The UTB MOSFET without PCT sputtered Mo gate shows
poor subthreshold swing (112.1 mV/dec), which is likely
the result of Mo sputtering damage. On the other hand, the
FinFET with PCT sputtered Mo gate shows nearly ideal
swing value (62.9 mV/dec). Fig. 13(b) shows the measured
– characteristics. For the UTB MOSFET without PCT
sputtered Mo-gate, a large discrepancy between measured
data (open circles) and quantum-mechanical simulation
and/or
(solid line) [29] exists due to fixed charge
. For the FinFET with PCT sputtered
interface charge
Mo-gate, negligible discrepancy was observed. These results
indicate that Mo gate sputtering damage can be effectively
reduced/eliminated by the PCT.
–
characteristics of
Fig. 14 shows the measured
Mo-gated n-channel FinFETs with
gate dielectric ( -type
). 1
dose of nitrogen
body doping
was implanted into the Mo gates on each side of the fin at
30-degree tilt with 5 KeV implantation energy. It can be seen
can be adjusted by nitrogen implantation into the Mo
that
gate. The main mechanism of the work function tuning is due to
the microstructural and chemical modification [12]. It should be
noted that the subthreshold swing is not degraded with nitrogen
implantation, because nitrogen does not penetrate into the gate
.
dielectric due to the low implantation energy
gate
Note that the range of threshold voltage shift for a
dielectric is smaller than that for a SiO gate dielectric [12],
which can be attributed to the Fermi level pinning effect [26],
[27].

IV. CONCLUSION
Damage-free sputter deposition and high-selectivity dry etch
processes for Mo gate films have been developed. With a PCT,
sputtering damage to the gate dielectric can be eliminated for
improved drive current and GOI. Mo gate electrodes can be
patterned without leaving any residue or stringers, even for
nonplanar FinFETs, with the highly selective etch process. The
work function of a Mo gate electrode can be tuned by nitrogen

Fig. 14. Measured I –V characteristics of with PCT sputtered Mo-gated
n-channel FinFETs with HfO gate dielectric (p-type body doping
concentration
10
cm ). 1 10
cm
dose of nitrogen was
implanted into the Mo gate on each side of the fin at 30-degree tilt with
5-KeV implantation energy. Note that subthreshold swing is not degraded
with nitrogen implantation, because nitrogen does not penetrate into the gate
dielectric due to the low implantation energy.
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implantation followed by a thermal anneal, to provide a means
for adjusting the threshold voltage of thin-body MOSFETs. The
nitrogen implant results in a slight increase in sheet resistance,
due to impurity (N) scattering, although it results in a slightly
larger average grain size. Mo is stable on SiO at temperatures
up to at least 900 C for a moderate anneal time (1 min), so
that it is compatible with a self-aligned (gate-first) transistor
fabrication process. An optimized Mo gate process (deposition using the PCT, etching using a high-selectivity process,
for work function tuning
low-energy implantation of
without gate-oxide damage, and post-deposition annealing at
900 C or lower to avoid reaction with the gate SiO ) is a viable
candidate for future nanoscale CMOS technologies which will
require metallic gate materials with tunable work functions for
optimized performance.
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